
The ZipRite Shade is Polar Shades’ signature exterior shade system, providing 
a complete seal between the fabric and side tracks, blocking out everything 
from sun, wind and rain to insects and errant golf balls. This shade keeps pets 
safely inside and transforms your outdoor patio into a year-round oasis. 

Enclose your outdoor living space with our state-of-the-art ZipRite Shade from Polar 
Shades. The ZipRite Shade is the perfect shade to protect your family and
furnishings from the harsh outdoor elements without compromising your view!

Optional valances to conceal the roller include our 4.5" Elite and 5.5" Titan 
Cassettes for ultimate protection or our Freedom and Patriot Hoods for a 
sleek, minimalist look.

Includes all the standard features of our exterior shade line, with the added 
benefit of a revolutionary locking track, which mitigates shade movement in 
windy conditions.

Covers widths up to 24’ and heights up to 14’.

Available with integrated windows for unobstructed views to the outside.

Perfect for protecting patio openings and windows.
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white bronze sand camel tan

hardware colors: *custom colors available
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Your Polar Shades Distributor is:

Polar Shades offers a full array of beautiful, energy-efficient fabrics for exterior applications. A few of our recommended fabrics 

for our ZipRite Shade are: PolarTech View, Phifer Suntex 95/TuffScreen/SW4800, Ferrari Soltis 86/92/92BN/502/B701, Sunbrella 

and Mermet Natte.

Features and Specifications - Our motorized, wireless remote options provide control of your shades from the comfort of your 

family room sofa or your patio chaise lounge. The zipper channel provides a weathertight connection between your shade and the 

track. The rubber gasket on our hem bar ensures shades used on patio openings are protected from insects and rain. 

Wireless remote control
options for motorized shades 

Revolutionary zipper 
channel design

Rubber gasket for a 
weatherproof seal

Superior aluminum hardware 
with powder coated finish

Offering four mounting styles:

Protection for your patio for year-round enjoyment 

Surface Mount              Inside Mount              Soffit Mount              Recessed Mount

Insects - Our state-of-the-art fabrics keep the 
bugs out without compromising your view.

Weather - Our shades provide protection from 
sun, rain and wind so your patio can provide 
year-round enjoyment.

“Best Built, Best Backed” 
shades in the industry!

Shade - Relax on your patio even when outside 
temperatures are 100+. Our vast array of fabrics 
turn a hot day into an enjoyable day.

Interior View with
Window Option

Exterior View with
Window Option
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